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My name is Alexander Phoenix. Youâ€™ve probably heard of me, most people have. Iâ€™ve won

numerous awards and medals all over the world, including the last two Olympics Games. Outside

gymnastics, Iâ€™m untamable. Many have tried, none have succeeded. Theyâ€™ve called me a

playboy, a philanderer â€¦Until a chance meeting in a bar with her almost proves to be a disaster for

both of us. Sheâ€™s hot, fascinating and, despite the fact that she poses a risk to me because

sheâ€™s a tabloid reporter, I canâ€™t help but feel drawn to her. What are her secrets? Who wants

to hurt her? Iâ€™ve never shied away from challenges. Why should I start now?***Due to graphic

sex scenes and language, this book should not be read by anyone under the age of 18***
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I love he way David Scott brought the characters together. It is a great story line of love and very hot

sex. David sucked me and I found myself saying one more page, one more chapter until o reached

the end of the book. Be prepared to read the entire book with no children around and lock the

door...Great book David very well written and I loved every part of it!!!



I loved Deep in You. David Scott is an amazing author and it's hard to think that this book is his

debut novel because it was so well written. This is the story of Xander Phoenix, an award winning

Olympic gymnast, who focuses on strength, power and control until he rescues Lilly from a boring

date at a bar and their chance encounter turns in to so much more. But Xander still can't seem to

get his mind off of a green eyed girl from his past that was the only woman that wouldn't fall for his

playboy charm and never had sex with him. This story has so many twist and turns, love, hate, and

oh my god hot, hot sex scenes that you won't want to put it down. It does end in a cliffhanger but it's

one that you can live with. What an incredible job with this storyline David Scott. This is a must read

book and I look forward to reading Deeper in You the second book.

David S. Scott did a wonderful job in his debut bookDeep in You!A sexy story about a gifted

gymnast who hasdedicated his life to winning gold medals andto be the best of the best inside the

gym andin all aspects of his life.Alexander also known as "Zander" is sexy,confident, a little cocky

and has the wholeworld at his fingertips. He is not looking fora committed relationship but one night

a womanenters the picture and turns his world upside down.Enter Lily the girl that captures Zanders

eye, sheis beautiful, smart and has a secret that whenZander finds out he still gives her a chance

asshe tells him that it will not interfere with therelationship and he is willing to try.The journey

between Zander and Lily isnot an easy one. They have tons of chemistryand seem to be willing to

make adjustmentsin their life for each other.This book has some twists and turns that keptme

turning the pages. When you get to the endyou are going very surprised. I was shocked andcannot

wait to continue the story.Bravo David!!!

Among the best I've read in this genre. You have a decent plot, an incredibly likable character

(hubba-hubba) despite his flaws, and hot, steamy sex to get the heart pumping. A good, flowing

style rounds up the package, and the twist at the end is pure perfection. Well done, David S. Scott!

Once I started reading I couldn't put it down! David Scott has hit the ground running with his first

novel. From the very start you know this story is something different. Power. Strength. Control.

These are the attribute playboy Xander Phoenix lives by.....until he meets Lily. She is nothing like

any woman he's ever met. She doesn't fawn all over him, hang on his every word and perhaps most

perplexing of all to Xander.... She can walk away from him. The characters are witty and lovable.

The sex is explosive. Here is an erotic story with depth and heart and a plot that will leave you



wanting more. A definite must for your summer reading.

I actually was looking for something new and different when I saw the release of this book. The last

book I had just finished was just like everything else out there. You know college senior girl meets

hot, rich older controlling boyfriend. I am so tired of reading that story over and over. Well this book

is such a breath of fresh air in the erocitc romance genre of books! I loved this story. So different.

Very interesting characters. All the details and descriptions were laid out beautifully and very well

done by the author. His attention to detail and character development was excellent. The story did

keep me on the edge and each page I turned I was not sure what direction the story would take.

The author continued surprising me through the entire book. I hate the cliff hanger! I am left

wondering what the hell is going to happen. It's definitely a jaw dropper for sure! I am very happy to

see the sequel to this book is just weeks away from releasing so I won't have to wait long. Go ahead

and one click this one. You won't be disappointed. Thank you to the author David S. Scott for a very

well written and great story.

I'd like to begin my review by saying this is a stellar debut novel for David S. Scott, and I highly

recommend it. I've been not so patiently waiting for what seems like forever for this book to come

out and it was definitely worth the wait.I've read many novels with athletes as characters, but they're

usually football, hockey, or baseball players. An Olympic medalist gymnast. Who would've thunk it?

LOL. David did, and it was superb.Great characters. Fantastic storyline. And The sex scenes were

off the charts hot. This book hooked me from the start, and kept me that way until the end.Since Mr.

Scott was evil and decided to end this story in a cliffhanger, I still have so many unanswered

questions. What happened with Xander's sister? Why did he keep thinking about that other

reporter? Are Lily and her linked somehow? These are just a few, I have more but I can't ask the

others without ruining some of the story.Thankfully, all will be revealed and because he's not THAT

evil, the second instalment will be out in less than a week. I can handle that wait, I think.
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